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A. RATIONALE OF THE FISHERMEN REGISTRATION IN PUNTLAND 

 

The emergence of the fisheries sector as an important economic activity in the last years has brought a 

significant increase in the number of fishermen operating in the Puntland. However the exact number 

of these fishermen is unknown since neither the Ministry of Fisheries nor the respective District 

Fishing Associations register Somalis who fish in the Puntland waters. 

The common understanding (based on reports of operational fishing units and their estimated 

respective crews) is that there are roughly 6500 fishermen operating on the Puntland coastline. 

However, it is difficult to put an exact figure for full and part time fishermen due to their transient 

nature. 

 

A wealth of information is necessary for effective fisheries management. This is essential to help 

inform the Puntland administration and FAO and improve the sector’s contribution to nutritional, 

economic and social wellbeing of the people in Puntland. The lack of information on the number of 

fishermen, fishing fleet, services, the state of marine resources, and landings reduces the ability of 

decision makers to establish a robust fisheries management structure.  

 

The data collected during this registration exercise has the ability to fill some of these information 

gaps. At the same time, this information can prove useful for the government and international naval 

forces in the attempt to secure Somali waters against piracy and enable bona fide Puntland fishermen 

to operate more freely at sea 

 

B. OVERVIEW OF THIS REPORT 

 

This report does not pretend to be a deep analysis of the fishing livelihood in Puntland. It is an 

opportunistic analysis of data collected during the fishermen registration exercise which is ongoing in 

Puntland (and which is at about 50% of its completion). This ‘rapid’ analysis provides some clues and 

raises many questions which we hope will become clearer as other data are collected and 

complemented by qualitative information. Eventually, we hope to reach a more dynamic view of the 

fisheries sector in this region over time.  

 

Note: this initial analysis needs to be read with care as there is the possibility that some questions 

were not properly asked by the enumerators or that some answers by the fishermen are false is also a 

possibility. 

 

C. BACKGROUND OF FISHERIES SECTOR 

 

Somalia has a total land area of 637660 Km
2
 and the longest coastline in mainland Africa of 3,330 km. 

As many experts attest, it has one of the most important marine ecosystems in the Indian Ocean known 

as the Somali Current Large Marine Ecosystem (ASCLME 2012). The continental shelf area covers a 

surface of 32500 Km
2
 and is generally narrow, varying in width between 5 and 15 Km, with exception 

of 135 Km stretch in the North East where the average width is 70 Km (ASCLME 2012; FAO Somalia 

2010a; Mohamed & Herzi 2005). With this long coastline and a good productive up‐welling region off 

the northeast coast of Puntland, Somalia has a high fisheries production potential. Surveys of Somali 

waters by FAO and others confirm that there are significant fish stocks. These waters are considered to 

be seasonally some of the richest fishing grounds in the region while still remain as one of the 
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country’s untapped resources (FAO Somalia 2010a; FSNAU & FAO Somalia Fisheries Sector 2011; 

Hurlburt & Spivak 2013). 

 

The coastal and marine ecosystems include a wide diversity of habitats that serve as important 

breeding, nursery and feeding grounds for many species, local and migratory species. These include 

coral reefs, sea grass beds, mangrove forests, estuaries and lagoons, and areas of coastal up‐welling 

(ASCLME 2012; FAO Somalia 2010a). FAO reports around 30.000 tonnes of fish caught in the 

waters of Somalia since 2006 to 2012 (FIGIS 2014). Sea Around Us Project data (University of British 

Columbia & Pew Environment Group 2014) also estimates the values of fish caught (from 1993-2006) 

in Somalia around 30000 tonnes (Table 1). 

 

Species caught in Somalia’s EEZ Annual landings 2006 (in metric tons (MT) 

Yellowfin Tuna (Thunnus albacares) 2168 

Bigeye Tuna (Thunnus obesus) 1485 

Skipjack Tuna (Katsuwonus pelamis) 1417 

Albacore (Thunnus alalunga) 90 

Swordfish (Xiphias gladius) 393 

Cephalopoda 553 

Tropical Spiny Lobster (Panulirus) 453 

Sharks, rays and chimaeras 46 

Mixed Group 2.5815 

Total 32420 
Table 1. Fish caught in the waters off Somalia in metric tons (MT) 

 

If these projections are correct, there is great potential for Somalis to capture some of this wealth as 

conservative estimates from FAO in the 1999 surveys put the country’s sustainable annual marine 

fisheries production in the range of 120.000 – 200.000 metric tons (FAO Somalia 2010; Hassan 2011), 

with the major marine resources being large pelagic (bonito, skipjack tuna, Spanish and king 

mackerel), small pelagic (sardines, round, scad, anchovies and small mackerel and herring-type fish), 

demersal fish, sharks and rays, cephalopods, as well as shallow-water and deep-sea lobsters and 

shrimps. This annual sustainable production is more than five times the current average number of 

annual landings reported by FAO and Sea Around Us Project for all of Somalia (FAO 2005; Hurlburt 

& Spivak 2013; Intermediate Technology Consultants - Eastern Africa 2006). 

 

D. METHODOLOGY AND APPROACH 

 

There is general lack of information systems related to the fisheries sector. In support of the various 

Ministries, FAO is involved in projects to improve the understanding of the sector including fisher 

folk dynamics, catches, fleet, markets, and others. One of these activities includes a fisher folk 

registration system which provides fundamental profile information of fishermen from various 

locations throughout Puntland.  

 

FAO has developed a biometrics-based, fisherman’s specific, registration system (Biometric 

Information Technology System or BITS) for the Puntland Ministry of Fisheries and Marine 

Resources (MoFMR). Via enumerators, the MoF collects basic information about the fishermen from 

all associations within Puntland in face to face interviews with fishermen. This data is entered in to a 

database held by the Ministry and finally an identification card can also be printed (as requested by the 

fishermen).  
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E. AGREEMENTS AND RAISING AWARENESS 

 

Via consultations and a signed Letter of Understanding with the MoFMR, FAO is supporting the 

ministry to implement the project. The activity includes working with the Ministry to enhance the 

infrastructure (IT hardware and software), developing capacity (training staff and providing 

documentation), and supporting field visits (fishermen registration). A data collection form was 

designed and developed to enable standardized and comprehensive fisher folk profile information. The 

form is included as Appendix I “Fishermen Registration Form”.   

 

Following the agreements defined in the LOU, the MoFMR publicised the registration exercise in the 

Bosasso (pilot) district through radio ads. The ads were broadcast at least six times a day for 10 days 

from stations covering the targeted locations. A list of locations can be found in the Annex II “List of 

fishing settlements” and a map of these locations in Annex III “Map of fishing settlements in 

Puntland”. The ministry staff also followed up closely with Fishermen’s Associations members to 

raise awareness. 

 

F. CAPACITY DEVELOPMENT 

 

The FAO-led training was a 3 day exercise where 7 pre-selected MoFMR staff were trained in the use 

of the software developed by FAO and the Ministry for fishermen biometric registration (a list of 

hardware/software is included as Annex IV). At the same time, the Ministry & FAO conducted a 3 day 

consultative meeting with 18 Fisheries associations’ representatives (8 district associations were 

represented with 2 representatives each).  The representatives were also registered in the biometrics 

system in order to understand the scope of the registration exercise. Involving the representatives was 

an important aspect to gain accessibility to the landing sites, to receive feedback from the 

representatives on the feasibility and usefulness of the activity, and to help publicise the registration 

exercise.  

 

G. PILOTING AND ASSESSING 

 

On the planned dates, 3 teams of MoFMR staff (with FAO in a supervisory role) initiated the 

registration exercise in the Bosasso district as a pilot/testing of the systems (refer to Annex I and II for 

the list of settlements). A pre-formatted questionnaire (see Annex V) was utilized to collect the basic 

profile information of the fishermen. This included a photograph, 2 fingerprints, and security password 

for each fishermen for identification at sea. The pilot registration in Bosasso district took eight days, as 

the concentration of fishermen in Bosasso port was very high at that time of the year (September, 

2013). As a result of the pilot exercise, a report was written which identified areas to fine tune the 

processes (produced by the MoFMR as per work plan in LOU).  

 

H. IMPLEMENATION EXPANSION  

 

Before the registration exercise, the MoFMR publicised the activity for the 8 coastal districts, again 

through radio ads (10 days before the registration exercise) which included approximate dates of 

arrival.  

 

The enumerators travelled in 3 separate teams throughout Puntland. Each team comprised of at least 2 

Ministry enumerators, equipped with hardware/software to conduct the registration exercise.  
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Team 1 covered the Gulf of Aden coast and the Horn area from Laasqoray to Tooxin and used a boat 

for transportation and travel (see Annex I and II for detail on fishing settlements to be covered). Team 

2 covered the Indian Ocean Coast from Fagoolo to Durdura and used a car for transportation and 

travel. Team 3 covered the Indian Ocean Coast from Dharliinbar to Garcad and using a vehicle.  

 

Each team spent sufficient time (average time 2 days) in each location in order to ensure maximum 

registration of fishermen. This was monitored from FAO through photographs with GPS embedded 

coordinates in each of the mentioned settlements. 

 

At least 50% of the fishermen were registered in each district (all except Bosasso). Over 90% of 

repondents provided telephone numbers allowing FAO Monitoring and Evaluation unit (M&E) to 

make random checks by telephone to verify the accuracy of the data recorded. 

 

I. SUPERVISION MISSIONS 

 

During the course of the field work, FAO conducted 3 missions to the field for the purposes of 

consultation, mentoring and monitoring of the project. The first mission was for the training of 

MoFMR staff and for consultations with association representatives. This also included the pilot 

registration in Bosasso and subsequent data saving, storage and initial analysis. The second and third 

missions (in November 2013 and January 2014 respectively) were to ensure that the data collected by 

the registration teams was properly backed-up and stored; the data were revised and mistakes were 

identified and corrected. These missions also enabled enumerators to be further trained in the 

registration process identified (weaknesses were identified and corrected). The missions also stressed 

the importance of collecting GPS-enabled photographs of every location (as per the LOU) so that data 

could be more easily mapped and landing sites geocoded. The missions included IT support where 

computers were updated with the latest form and software revisions (developed by the FAO 

Information Systems Unit).  

 

J. SUPPORT AND MAINTENANCE 

 

After establishing the system and registering more than 3000 fishermen, FAO’s support will gradually 

diminish and the Ministry take control of the registration and collection system. Periodic support for 

software changes, ID card printer support and other technical issues may be required but it is intended 

that the Ministry’s focal points will continue with the registration of fishermen throughout Puntland. 

 

As fishermen from each settlement are registered, the information will be stored in a database 

belonging to the Ministry of Fisheries and Marine Resources (MoFMR) of Puntland. Periodic exports 

of the data can be sent to FAO for backup purposes and to enable FAO to improve the understanding 

of the fishing sector dynamics in Puntland. It is envisioned that export backups should be run routinely 

to ensure data is safeguarded. The international forces could access this information in separate 

agreements between them and the Puntland Ministry of Fisheries and Marine Resources if that is the 

wish of the Government. 

 

Nevertheless FAO and the MoFMR intend to obtain a % of registered fishermen not below 75% for 

the 2013-2014 period of the total estimated number of fishermen (total estimation of fishermen is in 

the order of 6500 individuals). Some of the locations were captured with GPS-enabled photos which 

can be viewed at this link: 

https://maps.google.com/maps/ms?msid=215061742870698862298.0004f50affd2fada6e86a&msa=0&

https://maps.google.com/maps/ms?msid=215061742870698862298.0004f50affd2fada6e86a&msa=0&source=gplus-ogsb&ie=UTF8&ll=11.490791,48.790283&spn=2.279572,4.22699&t=m&z=9&vpsrc=6&dg=feature
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source=gplus-

ogsb&ie=UTF8&ll=11.490791,48.790283&spn=2.279572,4.22699&t=m&z=9&vpsrc=6&dg=feature 

 

K. RAPID ANALYSIS 

Through the fishermen biometrics registration exercise, data were collected on each person 

interviewed. These data provided the basis of a ‘rapid’ analysis, to help understand more about the 

fisheries livelihood. The analysis is based upon the questionnaire (see Annex I) and the following 

characteristics:   

 
 3108 fishermen registered  

 51 locations out of 67 planned locations covered (approximately 76 %) 

 98% of fishermen registered with biometrics 

 conducted between September 2013 and  January 2014 

 

The tables and graphs below are with minimal interpretation. The explanations were gathered from 

key-respondents who have local knowledge in the local fisheries livelihood (association 

representatives, Ministry and project staff). These interpretations are subject to inaccuracy, and should 

be followed up with a thorough, qualitative study to better understand the dynamics in each location. 

 

1. Number of Fishermen Registered by District 

 

 
Figure 1: Number of Fishermen Registered per District 

 

A total of 3108 fishermen were registered from an estimated total of 6500 (approximately 48 % ). 

Thus, the number of fishermen registered per district is not the estimated number of fishermen in each 

district. The relatively low figures are influenced by the time of the year, the amount of awareness 

about the registration exercise, the understanding of its objectives and importance, the amount of time 

spent in each location, and other factors.  

 

 

https://maps.google.com/maps/ms?msid=215061742870698862298.0004f50affd2fada6e86a&msa=0&source=gplus-ogsb&ie=UTF8&ll=11.490791,48.790283&spn=2.279572,4.22699&t=m&z=9&vpsrc=6&dg=feature
https://maps.google.com/maps/ms?msid=215061742870698862298.0004f50affd2fada6e86a&msa=0&source=gplus-ogsb&ie=UTF8&ll=11.490791,48.790283&spn=2.279572,4.22699&t=m&z=9&vpsrc=6&dg=feature
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2. Number of Fishermen Registered by Landing Site  

 

 
 Figure 2: Number of Fishermen Registered per Landing Site 

 

A large number of fishermen are naturally concentrated in the Bosasso landing site. This is likely due 

to the availability of a large market and the high population of consumers and vendors. This might also 

be due to the fact that the district provides the best protective bay and services available along the Gulf 

of Aden coast.  

 

The lowest number of registered fishermen was from Caluula, Qandala and Laasqoray Fisheries 

Associations in the Gulf of Aden coast. Again, most likely this is due to these being more remote 

areas, with lower availability of markets and services for fisheries. 

 

3. Fishing seasons 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

From historical local knowledge we know that fisher folk in Puntland are comprised of a mixture of 

traditional fishermen, pastoralists, and IDPs. They are often further classified into permanent or 

seasonal fishermen. Permanent fishermen are those who engage in fishing as an occupation and in 

most cases operate from boats within the inshore waters (or with some exception up to 50 miles 

offshore). In contrast, seasonal fishermen come to the coast during the inter monsoon seasons and then 

depart. The latter group’s members include pastoralists and IDPs who work individually on foot 

setting nets and traps in the shallow waters. 
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Fishing Seasons: From May to August along the east coast the south-west monsoon occurs 

and the strong winds generate a fast flowing current (up to 4 knots) which travels in a north-

easterly direction. As the surface current approaches the Horn of Africa, it deviates away 

from the coast and the water in the coastal zone is replaced by cold, nutrient rich, upwelled 

water, which results in high productivity in the area. From December to February the north-

east monsoon occurs and current reversal takes place, but the south- westerly current is not 

as strong as the north-easterly current and no upwelling takes place. From October-

November and from March-April, the inter-monsoon periods, the winds are relatively light 

and the seas settled, and in these periods most of the fishing activity along the east coast 

takes place (Fielding & Mann 1999) 
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Figure 3: Fishing Season of Registered Fishermen 

 

Two thirds of the registered fishermen fish only during the high season whereas one third during both 

seasons (the low season result is irrelevant/insignificant figure). This is partly explained by the fact 

that on the north coast of Puntland fishing is a full time, permanent economic activity. From the 

analysis below we can see how in Caluula, Qandala and to a lesser degree Bosasso district, the 

fisheries activities are running more often during both seasons. 

 

 
Figure 4. Percentage of fishermen fishing in the different seasons by district 

 

On the southern Indian Ocean coastline, fishing is a seasonal activity that ceases entirely during the 

months of strongest monsoon winds; many communities migrate inland, tending to bring their 

livestock long distances in search of better grazing land. The graph above shows Eyl, Iskushuban, 

Jariiban and Bandarbeyla Districts, fishing is more often during the high season. 

 

Laasqoray is the only district from the Gulf of Aden coast where the fisheries activities are more often 

only during high season, this is due to the coincidence between the high season and the tuna season as 

well as the fact that in Laasqoray there is a tradition of specially fishing tuna as there is a tuna canning 

factory in that location. 
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4. Fishermen Birth Place 

 

 
Figure 5. The 20 highest birth places of the Registered Fishermen 

 

The towns with the highest fishermen birth rates were Bayla (Bander Bayla) and Eyl, followed by 

Mogadishu. In these three cities approximately 33% of all the fishermen registered in Puntland were 

born. 

 

Further analysis reveals an interesting migration pattern from rural areas to urban areas like Bosasso. 

Of the 427 fishermen registered in Bosasso, fewer than 20% were born there. Other ports, such as 

Bandarbeyla and Eyl, where only 10% of the fishermen were from elsewhere.  

 

5. Fishermen Ages 

 

 
Figure 6. Puntland Fishermen Age Breakdown 

The overall average age for the registered Puntland Fishermen is 37 years old. A majority of the 

fishermen are between 20 and 45 (67%). There is a relatively high number of over 45’s (26%) which 
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at face value is quite surprising for an activity of such high physical demand. Relatively few fishermen  

registered (7%) are 20 and below, indicating a very low proportion of youth in the livelihood.   

Much further analysis is needed, but the low numbers of youngsters registered (and assuming this is 

indicative of the general fisheries population) may indicate one or more of the following phenomena: 

 

 Youngsters are not attracted to the fisheries livelihood due to a mix of low average wages and 

high labor hazards. 

 The elder fishermen are reluctant to let younger fishermen enter the livelihood as it reduces 

the average income of the existing pool of fishermen  

 Fisheries are no longer profitable enough to support new investment or new entrants 

 

 
Figure 7. Puntland Fishermen Age Bracket by District 

 

Interestingly, Laasqoray, Iskushuban, and Qandala, the more remote districts, how a significantly 

larger proportion of the younger fishermen population (+10%).  

 

On the opposite side, Jariiban, Bandarbeyla and Bosasso, maintain a much older age-profileaveraging 

45+ years old. 

 

6. Gender and boat ownership by gender 

 

During the registration of fisher folk, there were no women registered as fisher folk.  

 

The data also shows large inequality in terms of boat ownership where only 2% of the boats were 

owned by women. This points to the prevalence of gender inequalities in the fisheries sector--such as 
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women’s limited access to resources as capital or credit and these are reinforced by strong cultural 

barriers.  

Figure 8. Percentage of boat ownership by gender 

 

Bandarbeyla and Bosasso had the highest number of female boat owners both in numbers and 

percentages (21 and 16 respectively, and approximately 4% of responses).  

 

 
Figure 9. Percentage of boat ownership by gender and district 

 

As the only gender-related indicator, the sector will attempt more gender-disaggregation data 

collection in the future. One of FAO Somalia’s key strategies is to stabilize and increase the 

productivity of men and women will improve economic and food security in rural families (FAO 

Somalia 2010a) 

 

7. Vessel types 

 

The Puntland artisanal fishing fleet is mainly composed of 7 different types of boats which are defined 

below with a photograph of each vessel: 
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2000 

 

 
 

7.5 m fibre glass reinforced plastic (GRP) built in Yemen 

 

 

 

 

Afdehere 

 

 
 

7 m fiberglass reinforced plastic (GRP) built in Yemen 

 

 

 

 

Ceylon 

 

 
 

8.7 m fiberglass reinforced plastic (GRP) supplied in 1970’s 

 

 

 

 

 

Huuri 

 

 
Traditional Wood Canoe 
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Leyla 

 

 
 

5.8 m fiberglass reinforced plastic (GRP) moulds originally from Oman 

modified in Somalia with higher freeboard 

 

 

 

 

 

Volvo 

 

 
 

8.5 m fiberglass reinforced plastic (GRP) boats fitted with inboard diesel 

engines (commonly Volvo, but also Yanmar and others) built in Somalia  

 

 

 

 

Yemeni 

Dhow 

 

 
 

Yemeni traditional wood boat with diesel engines 
Table 2: Puntland artisanal fisheries boats (Torrens J 2013) 

 

The Afdehere and Leyla boats are the most popular in Puntland. From the 3108 fishermen registered, 

41% use Afdehere boats and 39% use Leyla boats. 
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Figure 10. Percentage of each vessel type in Puntland. 

 

The Leyla type has a hull design that is very fuel inefficient . While it can be used for day fishing, high 

consumption of fuel makes it uneconomical. Taking into account average asset costs (fishing gear, 

hull, engine), running costs (mainly fuel) and estimated average catches and prices, preliminary 

economic assessments indicate that after the first sale of the catch, the deck crew make an average 

income of US$7.5 to $13.5 per man per fishing day (in average 180 fishing days per year). These 

incomes do not encourage new fishermen to enter the fishing sector. This preliminary economic 

analysis though needs to be made preferably by location, as in figure 11 for example this vessel is 

highly preferred for particular fisheries (like the lobster fishery occurring in Eyl) due to the sturdiness 

of the boat and the need of the fishermen to go over shorter distances to obtain their catch.   

8. Vessel type by District 
 

 
Figure 11. Percentage of each vessel type by District 
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There is an important distinction between the vessel types used in the Gulf of Aden Coast and the 

Indian Ocean Coast. The vessel most used in the Gulf of Aden coast is the Afdehere, with a clear 

predominance of this boat in Bosasso (81%), Caluula (88%), Laasqoray (97%) and Qandala (95%) 

districts. The most dominant vessel on the Indian Ocean coast is the Leyla, present in Eyl (83%), 

Jariiban (87%) and Bandarbeyla (70%) districts where lobster fishing is predominant and where beach 

landing in surf conditions is required.  

 

The Iskushuban district present a distinct boat distribution, with61% of Afdehere type boats, 11% of 

Leyla boats from the Indian Ocean Coast influence and 26% of 2000 being this boat almost 

exclusively present in this area (60% of the total registered 2000 type boats are in Iskushuban district). 

This is more likely because of the greater number and bigger size of the of drift nets used here, as the 

species targeted in this upwelling area are mostly large pelagic species such as tinas and swordfish.  

 

9. Use of Ice on Board 

 
Figure 12. Percentage of Registered Fishermen who carry ice on board 

 

Even with the efforts devoted by the international community for providing availability of ice for the 

conservation of the catches along the Puntland coast, where several ice plants were constructed 

between 2003 and 2014 along the Indian Ocean Coast, 95% of the registered fishermen stated that 

they do not carry ice on board during fishing operations. 
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Figure 13. Percentage of Registered Fishermen who carry ice on board by Landing Site 

 

Figure 13 shows the use of ice in a number of locations from which ice is available (or should be if the 

ice plant is in working conditions). The largest number of registered Fishermen who ‘sometimes’ carry 

ice on board are from Bosasso, where ice is readily available from a block ice factory situated near the 

port area.  

 

10. Boat Ownership 

 

 
Figure 14. Overall percentage of Boat Ownership within the Puntland Registered Fishermen 

 

A majority of fishermen (70%) do not own the boats they work on. Only 26% of the interviewed 

fishermen stated that they fully own their own boats. These results need to be read with care. 

 

 
Figure 15. Percentage of fishermen boat ownership by District 
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Qandala, Bosasso and Caluula in the Gulf of Aden districts have the largest number of fishermen with 

boat ownership, with 37% of the registered fishermen being owners, while another Gulf of Aden 

district, Laasqoray, has the smallest number of boat ownership within the registered fishermen, this 

seems to be in relation with the age distribution of the fishermen in these locations (see figure 7 for 

age by district and figure 16 for ownership by age). 

 

 
Figure 16. Percentage of boat ownership by age bracket 

 

The increase of ownership with age is evident, as the proportion of boat ownership increases with age.  

 

11. Fishing Gear  

 

 
Figure 17. Percentage of gear usage 
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The fishing gear utilized by the artisanal fishermen tends to be simple and effective. Mostly, this 

constitutes a driftnet/gillnets, trawler gear, long-lines, traps, cast nets, hand-lines and hand collection 

(ASCLME 2012). The canoe-based fishermen, since their boats are too small for other types of fishing 

gear, use hand-line. However, mechanized boats also carry hand-lines to be used during idle periods, 

especially after setting gill nets or drift nets. Long-lines are also used for shark, tuna and other big 

pelagic species like king mackerel, which are the most popular and most favoured species in the 

country. Gill nets are used as drifts or bottom-set nets, with mesh sizes in the 150–200 mm range and 

mainly used for shark species (FAO 2005). 

 

The main fishing gears in Puntland area are: driftnets (41%), bottom set gillnets (29%), and hand lines 

(28%). Other gears are used in a minimal way, namely trawler gears, traps, bottom set long-lines and 

hand collection. Below is a breakdown of gear usage per district: 

 

 
Figure 18. Overall use of the different kinds of Gear by district 

 

There is a clear distinction between fishig gear used on the Gulf of Aden coast and the Indian Ocean 

coast. Eyl, Iskushuban, Jariiban and Bandarbeyla districts (situated in the Indian Ocean) present 

equilibrium between the driftnet and the bottom set as the most used gears (but they also often use 

hand collection fishing for the lobsters). In the Gulf of Aden coast, the bottom set gears have very low 

use and the hand collection fishing is almost absent. ). 

 

The other important difference between the coasts is the fact that in the Indian Ocean coast generally 

there there is more diversity of fishing gear. Bosaso shows the largest diversity of all but that is 

because it also has the largest fleet of all, but generally speaking, in the Gulf of Aden there is less 

variety of fishing gear. 

 

Bossaso Caluula Eyl Iskushuban Laasqoray Qandala Jariiban Bandarbayla

Group1

 Hand collection-gacan ku ururin 29 1 64 588 0 0 30 278

Longline-shakad ama jeesto 27 0 2 1 1 0 0 0

Bottom set gillnet-hoos dhig 70 4 526 645 1 1 321 461

Traps-dabin ama jilbis 44 0 5 1 0 0 0 0

 Trawler-jariif 27 0 1 0 0 0 0 0

 Handline-idaad 130 11 233 277 0 33 166 115

Driftnet- jiidmo 364 205 524 642 159 167 298 455
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Figure 19. Overall use of the different kinds of Gear by the different vessels 

 

The fishing gear used in each type of vessels matches the coastal area-- the Leyla and the 2000 highly 

present in the Indian Ocean coast utilize a combination of driftnet and bottom set gears. The Afdehere 

boats are the most diverse users of fishing gears. They use mostly driftnet followed by the bottom set, 

hand collection, and the hand-line, but also use Traps, the Trawler and the Long-line. 

 

The Yemeni boats are the less diverse in fishing gears, but this can be caused for the low 

representation of registered fishermen using Yemeni boats (only 7 from 3108). 

 

12. Primary Market 

 

From our knowledge of the fisheries livelihood, most Somali fishermen from isolated locations 

maintain a subsistence-level existence from their fishing activity. Fisher folk sell to markets on the 

beach in urban markets, or at sea to larger boats. Most fishermen are partly dependent on sales of fish 

to foreign boats as their main market. This covers their basic supply needs. High value species are sold 

directly to the Yemeni, Ethiopian and Kenyan boats who in turn export them to the United Arab 

Emirates (FAO 2005; FAO Somalia 2010a). 

 

Fishermen were asked to define a predominant and secondary market.  

 

2000 Afdheer Ceylon Huuri Leyla Volvo Yemeni Dhow

hand collection 154 425 1 9 327 6 3

longline 2 17 0 1 8 1 0

bottom set 178 525 4 39 1059 9 5

traps 3 27 1 6 7 3 0

trawler 0 23 0 3 1 0 0

handline 64 315 4 24 439 7 0

driftnet 208 1190 25 43 1112 46 7
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Figure 20. Overall primary market used by the Puntland registered fishermen 

 

From the registration exercise, the fishermen’s responses indicate that the largest primary market in 

Puntland are the traders (43%) and the Yemeni collection boats (42%); and to a lesser degree the fish 

markets (14%).  

 

Registered fishermen in Bosasso sell almost all the catch in the fish markets (it's the only location 

which has such an infrastructure and enough consumers). 

 

 
Figure 21. Overall secondary market used by the Puntland registered fishermen 

 

The most important secondary market for the registered fishermen is the traders (44%), followed by 

the consumers (28%) and the Yemenis (21%). 
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Figure 22. Secondary market used by Puntland registered fishermen 

 

Fishermen in Caluula, Qandala, Laasqoray and Bandarbeyla are almost entirely reliant upon traders 

and Yemenis (primary or secondary markets). In Eyl and Jariiban, fishermen identified consumers as 

the secondary market. Perhaps this is due to the proximity of Garowe or other urban centers where the 

fish can be marketed easily. 

 

L. LIMITATIONS TO THE REGISTRATION EXCERCISE 

 

There were various challenges to the fishermen registration exercise which may have limited the 

number of total fishermen registered to date. The most important of which are included below: 

 

 The huge geographical spread of fishing settlements made it hard for the Ministry and 

Associations to reach and explain the exercise to all fishermen well in advance. 

 

 The radio ads did not reach certain geographical areas. 

 

 Some fishermen were suspicious about the providing biometric data especially where 

significant piracy activities had taken place in that specific location. 

 

 Certain areas were not accessible by road. The use of boats to reach some of the areas proved 

successful in most cases, but the extreme isolation of some communities presented significant 

difficulties. 

 

 Timing is an always an issue as it coincides with off season (when most of the fishermen are 

in the main cities) or in the high season, when most fishermen might be out fishing. While 

efforts were made to cover all known fish landing sites, some fishing seasonal sites of the 

Bosasso district coast had no fishermen at all due to the time of the year. 
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 Other fishermen have, simply, refused to collaborate for unknown reasons. 

 

M. RECOMENDATIONS 

 

From the exercise various lessons were learned which can be incorporated in to the process when 

additional fishermen are registered. These include the following: 

 

 Strengthening the communication with existing Fisheries Association Representatives could 

ease future fishermen registrations. 

 Improve the quality of the data by reviewing the data with the enumerators to further explain 

questions and expected answers. 

 Improving the photographs by training enumerators in photo capture and providing guidelines 

on which photos are expected during field visits. 

 Improving the feedback to the fishermen registered by further explaining to the enumerators, 

associations, and ministry staff the objectives of the exercise and to ensure this information 

reaches the fishermen during the exercise. 

 

Furthermore, more general recommendations related to the fisheries sector include: 

 The monsoon wind coincides with the arrival of pelagic species currently not utilised by these 

communities; an introduction of reliable seaworthy boat designs would be expected to reduce 

the migration needs in the Indian Ocean communities and allow them early morning trips, 

when the conditions are calmer, with a good return before the establishment of the winds from 

mid-morning ahead. The new boats would also be more appropriate to carry ice. 

 The introduction of correctly addressed and sited FAD’s (Fisheries Aggregation Devices) 

would help during the monsoon periods to have bigger catches in less time while providing a 

reliable source of food and increased employment. 

 

N. NEXT STEPS 

 

FAO will continue to support the Ministry but the expectation at this point is that the Ministry 

continues to register fishermen and collect basic information. Furthermore, FAO in partnership with 

the Ministry will roll out additional information systems, such as the landing site and sale system, as 

well as potentially a vessel registration system in partnership with the ministry. These will add to the 

information gained from the fishermen registration exercise and continue to develop the knowledge of 

the sector in Puntland and beyond. 

A full analysis of results will be published in partnership with the Ministry upon completion of this 

project. 
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Annex I 

Fisherman Registration Form (see also Annex V) 

 

 The fisher folk registration form has the following fields and their description below: 

1. District: the district where you are collecting the information from 

2. Fishermen’s Association: the name of the fisherman’s association 

3. Landing Site: the name of the landing site where you are collecting information 

4. Date of Registration: the date you registered the fishermen 

5. Registrar’s Name: your name 

6. First name: the first name of the fisherman 

7. Middle name: the middle name of the fisherman 

8. Last name: the last name of the fisherman 

9. Date of Birth: date of birth (if the person does not know the day, simply enter the first 

day of the month. If they do not know the month, ask them the season and then choose 

the first month of the season) 

10. Birth place: town where s/he was born 

11. Phone Number: phone number where they can be reached 

12. When Fishing: what season (or both) does s/he fish? 

13. Crew Job: what is their position 

14. Vessel Type: what vessel type are they currently using (this season) 

15. Gear: what gear are they currently using (this season) 

16. Predominant Market: which is the primary market they use to sell their fish 

17. Secondary Market: which is the second choice for selling their fish 

18. Do you carry ice on board: do they carry ice on the boat 

19. Gender of Boat Owner: what is the gender of the owner of the boat 

20. Mother’s Name: what is their mother’s name (this is used as a private code on the ID) 

21. Name of Head of Household: what is the name of the head of the household (note 

that if they are above 18 and married, this would be the fisherman and/or his/her 

spouse.  

22. Your Father’s Name: the father of the fisherman’s name 

23. Your paternal grandfather’s name: the name of your father’s father 

24. Your paternal great-grandfather’s name: the name of your fathers grandfather 

25. Household activities: what activities does your household (not just you) currently 

engage in 

26. Other Support of Household: what other activities support your household 

27. Biometrics: collect 2 thumb prints 

28. Photo: collect their photograph 

29. Comments: enter comments such as “this is not a real fisherman’’ or ‘we were forced 

to collect this persons information but suspect he is not a fisherman’ or other 

important information about this person. 
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Annex II 

List of fishing settlements 

 

District Fisheries Association Landing Site X_COORD Y_COORD 

Laasqoray Laasqoray Fisheries 

Association 

Ceelaayo 48.893012 11.242268 

Dur-Duri 48.58537 11.29662 

Laasqoray 48.19487 11.16027 

Bosasso Bosasso Fisheries Association Aantaara 49.551708 11.44241 

Bosasso 49.18063 11.28366 

Buur Gaaban 49.46851 11.36112 

Mareera 49.296750 11.330520 

Qaw 49.03935 11.24871 

Qoow  48.976608 11.24186 

Qandala Qandala Fisheries Association Buruc 49.68235 11.47327 

Qandala 49.87262 11.474 

Caluula Caluula Fisheries Association Bareeda 51.05796 11.8702 

Caluula 50.75858 11.96039 

Fagoolo 51.16046 11.56198 

Geesaley 50.50383 11.74666 

Murcanyo 50.45759 11.69309 

Tooxin 51.25589 11.75018 

Xabo 50.52195 11.52195 

Iskushuban Baargaal Fisheries Association Baargaal 51.07728 11.28261 

Cadayo 51.12186 11.01071 

Gumbax 51.11405 10.88443 

Xaafuun Fisheries Association Baarmadoobe 50.888860 10.055920 

Foocaar 50.89698 10.31324 

Garan   

Hurdiya 51.1341 10.56311 

Xaafuun 51.26094 10.42312 

Bandarbeyla Bandarbeyla Fisheries 

Association 

Bandarbeyla 50.81277 9.49563 

Ceel Dhidar 50.70719 9.2775 

Dhariinbaar 50.47511 8.93532 

Durdura 50.58538 9.03354 

Falfalax 50.3965 8.77559 

Fundhuc-Dule 50.85181 9.8648 

Kulule 50.6441 9.14834 

Eyl Eyl Fisheries Association Bedey 49.83521 7.98566 

Dhanaane 49.747431 7.596085 

Gaala-Ood 49.67019 7.54222 

Gabac 49.96903 8.08802 

Garmaal   

Jifle 49.711661 7.525705 

Kabal 49.959598 8.073611 

Ladega 50.0125 8.11541 

Maraya 50.16414 8.3206 

Qulule 49.79997 7.87189 

Suuj   

Jariiban Jariiban Fisheries Association Dhinawda 

Dhigdhigley 

49.588211 7.329365 

Dhinowda 49.202499 6.73028 

Doomaaryo 49.546510 7.264280 

Garcad 49.32653 6.94468 

Il-Foocshe 49.47342 7.1722 

Kulub 49.38376 7.03249 
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Annex III 

Map of fishing settlements in Puntland 
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Annex IV 

Hardware/Software 

 

 3 15’’ standard laptop computers with accessories,  

 3 USB Verifinger fingerprint scanners (model chosen after trials with 3 different models at 

FAO office in Nairobi),  

 3 High Capacity Solar Chargers and batteries,  

 3 Webcams  

 3 Digital GPS enabled cameras 

 3 Verifinger 6.5 Fingerprint Client licences,  

 FAO FMT-BITS Software 
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Annex V 

Software form- Fishermen Registration 
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